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Concerning such things you may say' nothing but \ On the
other hand, we must apply a constructive method in all
those cases where the conscious attitude is more or less normal,
but capable of greater development and refinement. In such
cases you need only build up, since pulling down would mean
useless destruction. When you interpret reductively you
treat the symbol very much in the way that Freud pointed
out. But in applying the constructive method you follow
just the opposite course. Take, for instance, the serpent
symbol, frequent in mythology and in dreams. Reductively,
,it is nothing but a disguise of the membrum virile; con-
structively it can mean anything else, chiefly danger, as man
(like the monkey and the horse) has an instinctive fear of
snakes. I had a woman patient who constantly dreamt of
snakes for days before she was kid up with an organic malady.
It seems to me that most people who are afraid of the sex-
instinct are especially likely to dream of the male sex organ
under the disguise of the snake, I have often found the serpent
symbol to be a direct expression of fear. And fear is, as
you know, an elementary affect which cannot be reduced
to sex*
Reduction leads to the historical or biological foundations,
construction leads to the understanding of the purpose of a
symbol. - Blind and one-sided reduction can do great harm
through depreciation and destruction of vital values. Indis- *
.criminate construction can end in foolish and superstitious
phantasies equally injurious to the patient. To decide when
to apply the one or the other method rests with the analyst's
skill and experience. Practical medicine is, and has always
been an art, and the same is true of practical analysis. True
art is creation, and creation is beyond all theories. That is
why I say to any beginner: Learn your theories as well as
you can, but put them aside when you touch the miracle
of the living soul. Not theories, but your own creative
individuality alone must decide.

